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Classic Heritage Golden Retrievers 

As a dedicated breeder of English Golden Retrievers, my responsibility is to place 
our puppies in the best homes possible and protect them from any wrongdoing. 
Therefore I have developed our contract to protect the purchaser, breeder and the 
puppy. 

Puppy Purchase Agreement  

“Classic Puppy” meaning no formal training, leaving at or soon after eight weeks.

As a dedicated breeder of English Cream Golden Retrievers, my responsibility is to 
place our puppies in the best homes possible and protect them from any wrongdoing. 
Therefore I have developed our contract to protect the purchaser, breeder and the 
puppy.  Below is the required contract for acquiring ownership of a puppy. 

Contract begins here:


The contract pages below can be signed ahead of time, but this contract is only fully 
executed after the “Puppy Pick Addendum” (a write up of the specific puppy) is signed 
by both buyer and seller on the day of the pick.  Neither Buyer nor Breeder, Heather 
Chapin, is obliged to complete the purchase until the addendum with the specific 
choice of puppy is signed and attached to this contract.  Buyer or Breeder can op-out 
at any point prior to the “Puppy Pick Addendum” being signed and attached to this 
contract.


Purchase price:  The purchase price is quoted on the pricing invoice or 
addendum.  This price is for a limited registration meaning “no breeding rights.”  
You can not breed your dog or have anyone else breed your dog.  Breeding this 
dog intentionally or unintentionally will void your health guarantee.  Breeding this 
dog intentionally will require a payment of $20,000 to the Breeder, Heather 
Chapin, for damages and you will be required to return the dog and give up 
ownership.   

Payment is due in full no later than time of pick.  Payment can be made by check, cash or 
other electronic options acceptable by both parties.   If paying for puppy within 5 days 
before day of pick up,  only cash will be accepted.  Payment may be requested by breeder 
sooner than pick time.  Payment is often made when puppies at 4-5 weeks old at first visit. 

Deposit and payment have been received in the full amount _______ (initialed by breeder at 
pickup) 

Registration: These puppies are being sold with limited registration and NO rights to breed.  
Registration for this puppy is as defined by the American Kennel Club. You will have the ability 
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to go online with AKC and view your litter registration but, the actual papers will be sent to you 
after I receive copy of official neuter or spay verification.  If you are receiving a puppy with 
European parents, paperwork can take longer to receive. 

Breeder Agreements: Both the Sire and Dam are purebred and registered in Europe and/or 
America (some dogs may be pending AKC registration) under AKC and/or FCI guidelines. 
Parents have been screened for hips, elbows, eyes, and heart clearances at a minimum.  As we 
are always looking to improve the breed we also do additional genetic tests on select dogs if we 
are looking for a clearance that may not be available due to certain parentage.  

The puppy is in good health at the time of purchase. The puppy has also been loved daily and 
properly cared for to date and has been checked by a veterinarian. The puppy has received one 
round of shots and has been wormed/medicated as needed.  
Our puppies are primarily intended for families who desire an excellent pet, therapy, obedience, 
and/or working dog. Occasionally a show prospect is available. Breeding bitches/dogs are 
available to selected homes only. Breeding is never allowed without written permission from 
breeder.  That as of the signature date of this contract, both Sire and Dam have NOT been 
affected by cancer, epilepsy or allergic conditions to normal environmental stimuli.  

The Breeder does not assume any liability for any injury or veterinarian expenses to purchased 
puppy once picked up by the buyer. 

Buyer Agreements:  Buyer agrees to have the puppy examined by a licensed and reputable 
Veterinarian within 10-14 days of taking possession of the puppy to verify the puppy is in good, 
sound health. If the veterinarian finds the puppy to be at risk due to congenital defect (existing at 
birth), owner shall notify Breeder and provide a written statement from licensed Veterinarian 
describing the puppy’s condition and shall return, at Buyer’s expense, the puppy to the breeder 
within three days of the examination. If the puppy is in the same condition mentally and 
physically as when originally purchased, the Breeder will give a full refund or provide a 
replacement puppy of equal quality, sex and bloodline (which will be determined solely by the 
breeder) at no charge within 12 months of the animal’s return. Any shipping fees for a 
replacement puppy is the sole responsibility of the Buyer. All Veterinary bills are at the buyer’s 
expense. This return does not include worms, fleas, mites, ticks, coccidia, giardia, mange or any 
other parasites as they are common in dogs and puppies. It also does not include indigestion of 
foreign objects, ingestion of food or chemicals, or physical injury contracted or incurred 
following Buyer’s receipt of puppy. Buyer MUST bind Trupanion Pet insurance within 24 hours 
of taking home the puppy, and must keep it for six months until puppy stops crewing and 
ingesting things that may cause issues (plants or other toxins). 

The Buyer agrees that this dog will be a household (indoor/outdoor) companion. Buyer agrees 
never to tie or chain the puppy/adult up or allow the puppy/adult to roam unsupervised.  
In the event of the puppy’s death, the Buyer must notify the Breeder within 36 hours.  
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The puppy is sold to the Buyer(s) in the good faith that it will not be bred without written 
permission from breeder. The buyer must have the puppy spayed/neutered. Males after, but not 
before, 1 year of age and females after, at the least, one heat cycle (around 7-9 months) and send 
proof of the spay/neuter to Breeder. At this time registration papers, if available, will be provided 
to you , as long as a European born FCI registered mother was able to be registered through 
AKC, so that your puppy can be fully registered through AKC.   

The puppy is to receive proper veterinary care and vaccinations for the duration of its life.  

The Buyer agrees to provide high-quality food. Must have at least 4 stars as reviewed by 
dogfoodadvisor.com or recommended by your veterinarian. 

The Buyer agrees NEVER to sell/give/trade/transfer ownership of this puppy to any breeding 
establishment, any agent, any wholesaler, or any party not included in the original sales 
agreement.  

In the event, at any future time, the Buyer cannot keep this puppy, the Buyer must first notify and 
get an agreement from the Breeder. This dog, including signed registration and all veterinarian 
records, can be returned to the Breeder at any time.  If the Buyer has a good home lined up, the 
buyer will notify the Breeder to help screen the new party interested in taking new ownership of 
the dog. The Breeder has the first right of refusal. The new home must be a pet home and the 
puppy/dog must be spayed/neutered. The guarantee becomes void if breeder is not properly 
notified before being re-homed.  

Cost of returns. Should an animal purchased under this agreement be returned for any reasons 
whatsoever, buyer accepts responsibility for, and shall pay, without recourse against the Seller, 
any and all transportation expenses, veterinary charges, crate fees, air freight charges, and 
transport fees to and from the involved airports. 

Health Guarantee: If this puppy is found to have any of the faults listed below by 2 years of 
age, Breeder will offer at no charge a replacement puppy, within 12 months, upon presentation of 
said fault by a licensed veterinarian.   Refund does not include the training and boarding cost  
Also, the Pet ID chip number  must be registered with “MicroChip” and active for the  
health guarantee to be valid.  This chip number must be scanned and noted by the 
veterinarian in health records to confirm the puppy is the puppy covered by this 
agreement.  No other chip registration number is covered by this agreement.  It must match 
the one shown in this agreement. 

• Hip Dysplasia (As diagnosed by two qualified veterinarians, one of whom is selected by 
breeder and confirmed by OFA evaluation) ——— 

• Elbow Dysplasia (DJD Grade II or III, as rated by the OFA)  
• Blindness from Genetic Eye Disorder   
    (A second opinion can be required from breeder)  
* Heart Disease requiring medication or surgery (Must be evaluated by veterinarian cardiologist) 
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Extended Health Guarantee: If you only feed a raw food diet recommend and sold by Classic 
Heritage Golden Retrievers at www.heritageraw.com, we will extend the health guarantee from 
two to five years.  To provide this extended guarantee, forty or more pounds of food a month 
must be ordered and shipped by Classic Heritage Golden Retrievers or its subsidiaries.  The food 
we provide will be at a reasonable cost for a raw food diet.  If you choose to stop the raw food 
feeding practice, the  extended health guarantee ends at that point.   If Classic Heritage Golden 
Retrievers is unable to provide (sell to you) the recommend raw food diet, the offer of this 
extended health guarantee ends at that point unless you have shown that you are able to continue 
the raw food diet of acceptable quality agreed to in writing by Heather Chapin.  Classic Heritage 
Golden Retrievers is not responsible or liable for unforeseen health issues that arise from feeding 
this raw food diet or for problems from the source of the food. 

The Breeder does not assume any liability for complications or death during elective and 
contractual procedures such, as but not limited to spay/neuter.  

Breeder is not responsible if puppy contracts a communicable disease after leaving Breeder’s 
possession.  

The breeder has no control regarding the future temperament, habits, and appearance of the dog, 
and hence does not warrant such. However, if the puppy develops a condition or behavior which 
in the opinion of a qualified veterinarian may be related to a genetics or defect then buyer agrees 
to notify breeder of the condition or behavior . All attempts will be made with help of breeder to 
correct conditions with temperament. In the event buyer elects to receive replacement puppy, 
current puppy must be returned to breeder at buyer’s expense with proof of steps taken to 
improve such temperament.  

Limitations of Guarantee: 
Failure to comply with conditions of this contract shall constitute a “breach of contract” and will 
result in the dog being permanently returned to the Breeder along with registration papers. 
Furthermore, the Buyer will be responsible for all expenses with no expense to the Breeder.  
The following will also void all guarantees:  
Buyer permitting the dog to be underfed or overfed at any time. Evidence of neglect or abuse 
Unexplained or untreated trauma (broken bones, related injuries, physical harm,etc.)  
Dog has been bred on purpose or accidental.  
Feeding this dog anything other than a premium quality dog food. 
Any dog food fed should have at least a 4 star rating as seen on Dog Food Advisor.com  
Evidence of strenuous exercise  
For purposes of this agreement, a reputable veterinarian is one who is duly licensed by the state 
in which he practices and maintains an active, full-time private practice of which the care of dogs 
owned as pets is the most significant element of his practice.  
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Modification: This agreement may be modified only by a written agreement 
signed by all parties. There shall be no oral modifications to this agreement. 

I have read, understand and agree to abide by the terms of the items 
contained in this contract. I understand that this document contains the 
entire agreement of the parties and shall be binding to the parties signing, 
as well as their heirs, successors, and legal representatives.  

Puppy ID Chip Number_________________________________ 

(Or) 

Collar Color_____________________________, Birth_________ 

Gender =  Male  or   Female 

Signature of Breeder_______________________________Date___________


Signature of Buyer_________________________________Date___________ 
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